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New TO/System
Sho s Giant Picture

By MEG TEICHHOLTZ
A . man 10-foot tall will be standing on the stage in

Schwab today spirited there by a new projecting system
called Eidophor.

Pronounced eye-do-for, the experimental system is the
,ion in the world today and isonly one in permanent opera

being used for live closed-circuit
television courses. According to
Dr. Clarence R. Carpenter, head
of the Division of Academic Re-
search and Services, the system
will permit large groups of stu-
dents to view a 10x14 foot picture.

The relative effects on learning
of a large screen projection of
televised instruction will be
studied at the University during
the 1960-61 academic year, fi-
nanced by a grant from Eidophor
Inc. of New York City.

In the past, television courses
were taught via conventional
closed-circuit receivers placed
throughout a classroom, each re-
ceiver serving only a small group
of students.

Two courses will inaugurate
the new system: Economics 14,
principles of Economics, taught
by Dr. Arthur H. Heede, profes-
sor of economics, and Zoology
25, General Zoology, taught by
Dr. Tien-Hsi Cheng, professor
of zoology.
Eidophor has certain technical

advantages which are not avail-
able with ordinary television re-
ception, according to Dr. Cameo-
ter. It produces a larger picture,
a brighter and sharper image and
when used with color, great color
accuracy.

The projector, installed in the
back in the back of Schwab, is
65 inches hie, 25 inches wide
and 48 inches deep. It weighs
about 800 pounds. '

The new projector is based on
the control layer process, in
which electrical impulses from
the camera control an elqctron-
ic beam, Which bombards and
thus modifies the 'surface of a
film of oil in a concave mirror.
Light passing through the re-
sulting wrinkles in the oil film
is projected through a special
grating onto the screen.
The control layer systenl of

television projection was invented
in 1939 by Dr. Fritz Fischer at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-
nology in Zurich.

Forms Available
For Queen Contest

Applications for the annual
Homecoming Queen contest will
be available at the Hetzel Union
desk today through Monday.

Sororities, residence halls and
other groups wishing to sponsor
a candidate should fill out the
forms and return them to the
HUB desk no later than 3 p.m.,
Sept. 26.

According to Jeffrey Shaman,
co-chairman of the Homecoming
Queen committee, five finalists
will be chosen by faculty and stu-
dent representatives Tuesday eve-
ning, Sept. 27.
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Skies to-Clear
By Tomorrow

Cloudy, unsettled weather
should continue today with gradu-
al clearing beginning tonight and
continuing tomorrow.

A weak low pressure system,
which is moving across New York
state today, will be the cause of
the cloudy, showery weather. A
cold front associated with this
system will be passing the local
area late in the day resulting, in
a slow, but definite clearing
trend.

Rather warm temperatures will
accompany relatively high humid-
ities this afternoon resulting in
rather uncomfortable weather
conditions. Today's high should be
about 78 degrees.

Partly cloudy and mild weather
is predicted for tonight with the
mercury dropping into the low
60's.

Tomorrow will be partly eloud3
partly sunny and less humid.
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SLEEX is the Only
girdle with these Ave
exclusive advantages:

1. Fits like a second skin—
Sleex is miracle molded of
Aire-ion rubber—not dipped
the old fashioned way.
2. Cool, comfortable cotton
lining next to your skin. Soft,
absorbent. Easy to slip into,
easy to slip off. 3. 2-way
interlocking figure control
with 22 secret slimmers to hold
and control hips, tummy,
derriere. 4. Stretch strength
and slimming power that
won't wash or wear out.
Machine washable, dries in
minutes. 5. New no-tab ad-
justable stretch garters.
Easily detachable. Can't tear
girdle or hosiery.

TRY Sleex, TODAY!

Slip on Gircil
or Pontle Styl

$895
(XL $9.95)

Zipper Girdle
or Pantie Style

(XL $ 11.751
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My name is Coleman and I manage to operate a portrait

studio when not writing columns like this.

Why the column? Well, to inform you on forthcoming
Tuesdays why . . .

Danish girls are sometimes grandmothers
at the age of 29.
Why Italians are always scratching them-
selves.
Why the Scandinavian women are the
world's most beautiful.
Why Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Sigma Delta,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Tau Omega,
Sigma Pi, Phi Gamma Delta, Chi Phi,
Alpha Sigma Phi will have their 1961 com-
posites hanging in 2 or 3 weeks instead
of waiting 4 to 5 months.
Is the European woman really better pro•
portioned and more beautiful than the
American?
How to live elegantly in Europe for less
than $5.00 a day.
How to meet Ava Gardner in Madrid
How to buy exquisite Parisien creations
for only $17.00 per dress.
How to avoid American tourists

Occasionally this column gets out of hand and indicates
a flagrant disregard of protocol. We then go through
a period of heavy censure dodging brick bats left and
right. Anticipating and accepting these, we realize this
is a small price to pay for the privilege (60c a column
inch) for free expression in a medium of this kind.
It all started last year when a young lady to whom
we awarded a trip to Puerto Rico etc., etc.

To continue, the purpose of this column is to poke fun
at human beings and sorority girls. We'll not discuss
photography, let the display cases do it. Except to
mention that we appropriated some wonderful ideas
this summer from a few of the top photographers of
Europe .

. . not to mention the purchase of some
fabulous new equipment.

Yes, we are doing fraternity and sorority composites
right• now 'Any person (even frat men) whose name
or picture appears in this column is eligible to win our
"vacation in Puerto Rico". (Cuba, if you are so inclined.)

Trying to dispose of a couple of European purchases.
A 1960 Volkswagen convertible and Swedish night-
club chanteuse, both in excellent shape!

*Nina, who is now d mischievous 13 months 91dand has 87 teeth wishes youalla happy return.

Waiting your deluge,
—bin coieman
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